
Infinite Colour Possibilities

will pay for speciality colours  

such as white, metallic,  

and fluorescent2

CAGR growth for High 

Production Colour Unit 

demand in APAC3

Global Commercial Printing Market is projected 

to grow by 20261

USD 472 Billion

26%33%

Revolutionise your Print Business with Revoria Press™ PC1120 

that comes with AI-powered productivity and limitless 

application capabilities.

When The Market Changes,
Can Your Business  
Adapt and Thrive?

PRODUCE STUNNING OUTPUT
Amaze your customers with speciality colours beyond CMYK, immaculate 

high resolution images, and produce beautiful lifelike printouts.

LIMITLESS CAPABILITIES
Streamline your operations and improve productivity with 

innovative features.

Speciality colours such 

as Gold, Silver, White, 

Pink, and Clear, to push 

creative boundaries on 

different medias.

AI-based Photo Quality 

Optimisation to enhance and 

correct RGB images quickly 

and effortlessly.

Air-suction feeder enables you to 

use a variety of media without the 

risk of double- and mis-feeding.

Superior quality image data 

with 10-bit processing, in 

addition to high resolution 

and smooth screen images 

of 2400 x 2400 dpi with our 

unique technology.

Automatic pink layer separation 

to easily achieve more natural 

gradients and smoother skin 

tones through an additional 

pink channel.

Colour Inverter simplifies 

conversion of artwork 

when using speciality 

colour on different media.

Static eliminator makes it easy to 

stack and align film and metallic media 

without them sticking together. 

Super EA Eco toner 

produces smooth and 

beautiful photograph 

gradation, density 

uniformity in figures, and 

printed text without glare.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX PRODUCTIVITY
Intelligent printing output with automated print processes enables you 

to save time and deliver superior productivity.
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Unlock the power of infinite colours
Adapt, innovate and grow with Revoria Press™ PC1120.  

Talk to us today about how we can help you with your  

digital colour printing requirements. 
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Print Market is Evolving

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4897124/commercial-printing-market-growth-trends
https://www.napco.com/wp-content/uploads/Adding-Value-to-Digital-Printing-1.pdf
https://fujifilm-gcb.info/ContactFBNZ
https://fujifilm-gcb.info/FBNZ_PC1120

